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The review was prepared based on the letter of Professor Tomasz Sosnowski, the chairman of the scientific board for the

chemical engineering discipline of the Wmsaw University of Technology from 28m of October 2020. After the initial analysis of the

dissertation cont§nt, I conclude that its subject matter falls within the scope of my scientific interests, vńich allows me to undertake
the preparation of this review. At thę same time, I declare that I do not have joint publications ńth the Ph,D. candidate.

Introduction

The submitted thesis is dedicated to the experimental research conceming hydrodynamics and mass transfbr phenomenon in
a prototype ofa multiphase reactor which maybe classified as a bubbling-type gasłiquid contactor. The novelty ofthe design idea is

based on the application ofcentrifugal forces within spinning fluids for development olextremely high mass transfbr surfaces, The

dissertation is written on altogether l55 pages and it is divided into 17 chapters. Firstly, a short introduction to the research is presented

in rvhich the main features of the Spinning Fluid Reactor (SFR) rue discussed- Moreover, Author presents the most important research

challenges arrd tasks related to the SFR design, They may be divided into two groups which are connecled with lhe residence tinre

distribution and mass transfćr parameters. In both cases Author's goals are to find correlations 1br geometrical and proccss parameters

and to determine a mathematical models describing the residence time distribution and mass transfer palameters fbr a wide range of
process conditions. Next, threc papers ofthe Ph.D. candidale are presented:

R. Aranowski. P. Wojewódka" A. Zielińska-Jurek, R, Bokotko, C]. Jungniokel, Spinning Fluids Ręactor, A new design of
a gas - liquid contactof, C hen. Eng. Proc. 1 1 6 (20 I'7) 40-47 .

P. Wojewódka, R. Aranowski, C. Jungnickel, Residence time distribution in rapid multiphase reactors, J. lnd. Eng. Chem.

69 (2019) 370-380
r P. Wojewódka, R. Aranorvski, C. Jungnickel, Mass transfćr in Spinning Fluids Reactor - Measurement and prediction,

J. Ind, Eng. Chem. 80 (2019)'l I2-'72I.
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Each publication is preceded by an introduction, which provides additional inlbnnatl'on about the conducted research" and
conolusions in rvhich the author disousses the obtained results in the context offuture investigations, The goal ofthe first paper is the

introduction of the idea of the Spiming Fluid Reactor. Ceneral design of the appafatus is discussed. Authors used high-speed camera

in order 1o detemine the bubble size distribution. on that basis the mass transfer area was calculated. Moreover. the overall volumetric
mass transfer coefficient rvas measuted using tie Water-oxygen system absoętion method.

]n the second papcr thc residence time dislribution was measured using impulse-response method, Since the tracer pulse

signal ivas widcr than expected residence time distribution the deconvolution method łvas used in order to obtain valid results, As tracer

saturated solution ofsodium chloride was used, It was detected by the eleotrical resistance measufements. Moreover, Authors hal,e

successfully developed equations to predict the mean residence time zmd variance of distribution as the functions of gas and liquid
volumetric flow rates, inner porous partition open area. mesh thickness, porosity and pore diameter. For that purpose al evolutionary
algorithm was used.

T'he third publication is strictly dęvoted to the investigation of mass transfer parameters. In experiments cobalt ions were

used with sodium sullite/oxygen system assuring differing reaction kinetics for determination ofspecilic mass transfbr area and overall
volumetric liquid side mass transfbr coefficient. Additionally, the investigation concerning the correlation between Iioth electrical
conductivity and mass transfer parameters was done.

Next, Authors shortly present their considerations concerning practical application ofthe spinning fluid reactors. Three cases

are discussed, nanrely absorption ofcarbon dioxide in diglycolamine as an upgrade ofbiogas plant, degassing plant as a part ofthe
"Blue Gas" pro.ject suppofted b.v the National Center lbl Research and Development, and SFR as a micro-reactor. In the two first cases

some exemplary results are presented, whereas in the third case only the key paranreters ofthe reactor are given,

At this point the dissertation is concluded with the overall summary arrd the literature list which consist of87 relćrences to
books. scientific papers (includingthree papers ofPh.D. candidate), Ph.D. thesis, patents and commercial product inlbrmation webpage,

Only 24 of them was published during last ten years. The oldest publication is from l 904. Next, the academic achievements of the

Ph,D, candidate are presented. As the last chapter the technical drawings ofthe reactors and laboratory stands are attached. At the end

ofthe dissertation the author's statements are included.

,Ąt the mornęnt of this ręview report creation Mr. Przemysłarł,Wojewódka has the following soientific achievements:

3 publications in joumals from the JCR list (total iInpact i'actor IF : 13.082):

o Chemical Engineering and Processing: Process Intensitlcation (20l7) -IF:2_82ó
o .lournal oflndustriirl and Engineering Chemistry (2 publications, 2018 and 2019) - IF - 4.978 and IF-5.278

chapters in 2 monographies published by:

o CRC Press (l chapter)

o Wydawnictrł,o Politechniki Gdairskie_1 (1 chapter)

Four of abovementioned works are indexed in Web of Science database. 'Ihe total number of citations is equa1 to ]3 1lorrr

which only 2 are autocitations. The Hirsh index is equal to 2.

5 presentations during Polish conf'erences

l patent claim
('ooperalion in thrce research projects:

o Blue gas. grant No. BG 1,/ŁKOŁUPKI/I 3 supported by The National Centre for Research and Development
o Advanced Technology of Energy production, strategic proglam of research and development supported by

ENF]RGA s A
o }tigh Copper, grarrt No. CuBR {I/7A.ICBR/20 l5 supported by 'lhe National Centre for Resęarch and Deve lopment

and KGllM Polska Miedz S.A.

o

o
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It is worth to mention that publication entitled "Spinning Fluids Reactor: A new design ofa ga§ - liquid contactor" is already cite<l 7
times and publication entitled "Residence time distribution in rapid nrultiphase reactors" is already cited 5 times.

General and specific comments

From the begirining ofits existence one ofthe ainrs ofchęmical engineering is to achieve highest possible efficiency ofthe
processes which will in ttrm positively influence the economical as well as ecological aspects ofthe production systems. The topic of
the presented dissertation fits well in ńis trend. According to Web of Science database liom over l0 yezrrs more than l00 scientific
papers dedicated to the multiphase reactors are published each year, In 2019 this number rł,as equal to 202 publications, ]his |act
proves that the discussed filed of science is extremely complicated but gains more and more interest each 1,ear. Nerv solutions are
proposed like application of microreactors rłith microporous structure, membranes or nanotechnology. As Ph.D. candidate stated in
one ofhis publications the employment ofthe spinning movement and lesulting centrifugal fbrces is not a new. idea. Such designs rvere
proposed already in the first haIfofthe XXth century. The solution presented in the dissertation is a substantial eńancement of previous
ideas allorving one to achieve significantly better results compared to the curently used methods, l would like to strongly emphasize
the utilitarian aspect ofthis work. The spinning fluid reactor applicability for industrial processes was investigated in number of semi-
technical scale plants. The experimental research results were published in three scientific papers in prestigious and high impact factor
joumals.

Nevertheless, I would like to discuss some issues concerning the dissertation with the Ph.D. candidate. At this point I rł,ould
like to emphasize that my questions and remarks shoul<l be treated as an opening fbr a scientific debate oI guidance fbr future work
and not as a thoughtless criticism. They do not affect my high opinion of ńe presentetl work. My questions and remarks are presented
below:

1. One can find some stylistic and grammar errors in the teŃ of dissertation, e.g.:

Page 5, it is: "(- .. )a bubblingłype gasJiquid contactor using centrifugal fbrce develop the nrass transfer surface."
It should be: "(. . . 

')a bubblingłype gas-liquid contactor using centrifugal force to develop thc mass transf'er surfacc. "

Page l5, it is: "(.,.) rnethod for Sauter diameter determination"
It should be: : "( ,. , ) method fbr Sauter mean diametęr deterrnination"

Page24, it is: "(.,.) oxygen concentration on water (..-)"
lt should be: "(,.,) oxygen concentration in water (,._)"

l' age ż5, it is: "(... ) media residęnt time (.., )"
it should be. "(,..) mędia residence time (..,)"

Page 86, it is: "(,., ) the liquid levels werg 65 dm3 (.,. )''
It should be: "(.,.) the liquidvolumes were ó5 dm3 (.. )"

Page 87. it is: "The sum ofmass change rates in the systern (_ .. )"
lt should be: "'fhe sum of volume change rates in thc s,vste m (. ,, )"

Academic achievements:

It is: "Journal of Industrial an Engineering ChemisĘ"
It should bę: ''.Iournal of ]rrdustrial and Engineering Chemistry"
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Authors statements:

There is no such rvord as "nakonceptualizacja"

ż. Minor mistakes and errors in the text:

Nomenclature:
sl units should be used.

Henry's constant is not dimensionless. Later in the text the unit atm,dm3/mol is used.

Flow rates should be specified. i.e. mass flow rate, volumetric flow rate, molar flow rate etc.

If "R" has unit J/(mol,K) then it represents Universal Gas Constant.

Author should decide which fbrm he wants to use: "flowrate" or "flow rate"

Page 88, Table 3: usually the pressure unit is given a-s berrg (or bar(g)) which stands for gauge pressure and bara (or bar(a))

which stands for absolute pressule: the last row ofthe table represents degassing elficiency. not rate. 'ferm

"rate" suggest that the discussed phenonrenon is refbned to timc unit.

Page 93. Table 4: the first row is titled as "Nominal liquid 1)ow rate" however the unit is given in dm3

Literature:

Il0] -Journal abbreviation is Chem. Eng. Proc,

[20] - city should be given

[2l] - the intbrmation that this is a Ph-D. ńesis should be given

|48] - this is a paper published in Advarrces in Chemical Engineering vol. ł l, pp. ł - l33.

[56] - is a chapter in book; editors and publisher should be given

Tęchnical drawings:

Since the dissertation is written in English dots should be used instead ofcomas.
Al1 figures arc not to scale. Although each drawing has the same size different scales and formats are given in description,
'fhis issue should be solved by rescaling the drawings to appropriate ibrmat or by attaching additional documentation in
proper size. Author could also place a comment that the <lrawings are for reference onl1, and ale not to scale,

In some cases the crossing ofthe auxiliary sizing lines could be avoided,

In some cases thę closed chain ofsizes is given which should be avoided.

3. Questions conceming paper titled "Spinning Fluids Reactor: A new design ofa gas - liquid contactoi':

3.1 Since in literature two different liictions factors are usęd. namely Fanning friction f'actor and Dmcy-Weisbach friction factor,

which of them is used in this work?

3,2 In the text of publication "flow ratio" term is used. What does it represents since its unit is dm3/min?

3.3 In the summafy of the article Author stated that one of the conclusions t}om this work is that the gas hold-up volumetric
neasurements are not proper for such a dynamic system that thę SFR is and require change of meńodology or elimination.
Horvever, ] cannot lind such infomration or ancrlysis in the text ofpublication. Could author be so kind and explain this issue?
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3,4 On the 98th page of dissertation Author mentions that in this paper the impact of the intemal porous partition length on the

mass transfbr coefficient was confirmed. Flowever, as in the ccse olprevious questions I could not find such analysis -just
one statement about optimal sizc ofthe reactor. Could author be so kind and explain this issue?

Questions concerning paper titled "Residence time distribution in rapid multiphase reactors":

On what basis the va]ue of filtering parameter was set to l 0 in presented research? Holv important rvas this paraneter for the

residence time distribution determination (sensitivity analysis)'}

In the introduction Author states that: "Application of CFD ald nunlerical methods of flow modeling is also lirnited because

ofsignificant turbulencv ofthe florł,," Here, Author refers to 3 publications of Sheikholeslami and co-rvorkers dedicatcd to

the simulations of nanofluids magneto-hydrodynamics. In each rvork different numerical method rł,as successfirlly, used. i,e.

Homotopy analysis method, Control Volume Based Finite Element Method and Lattice Boltzmann method. Thcrcfore.

I cannot agree rł.ith that statement. In my opiniorr, the Computational Fluid Dynamics would be a great tool fbr the anal_l-,sis

ofthe researched reactor. Nowadays, even not experienced users havę accęss to a vast variety ofmathematical models of
turbulence and multiphase flows both in commercial t}pe of software like ANSYS Fluent or open source software like
OpenFOAM. Moreover, more advanced users may tweak the existing models or even write these models on their own. The

CFD would allow Ph.D. candidate to analyze the behavior ofliquid and gas phase rvithin the reactor and thus gain deeper

knorłledge about thc process, Concluding, I strongl,v recommend to consider the application of CFD in the analysis of the

STlR.

Questions conceming paper titled "Mass transfer in Spinning Fluids Reactor - Measurement and prediction'':

This question considers the second and third publication ofthe Ph.D. candidate. łn both papers the evolutionary algorithm

was used lbr the development of mathematicał dependencies for mean residence timę, variance of distribution and overall

volumetric liquid side mass ffansler coefficient. It was motivated by the engineering approach to this issue. In ńe resull very

simple equations were obtained. l rvzmt to ask, wouldn't there be a better approach to create equations using dimensionless
modules arrd criterial numbers? Such approach was successfully used for many years 1br the description of nunrerous

phenomena like heat transfer, mass transfbr, pressure drop etc.

In this publications Ph.D. candidate tried to use Higbie's correlation atld Frossling's correlation for liquid-side mass transfer

coelllcient finding that the obtained values did not match the experimental results. However, it was already proved in multiple
publications that these two correlations are valid only fbr a specific range ofgas bubbles sizes. For example according to

Motarjerni and Jiuneson (Chem. Eng, Sci. 33 (l978) 1415-1423) Frossling's correlation is valid ior diameters up to 150 pm

whereas the Higbie's coffelation is valid for diamęters bigger than 2 mm. lf one take a look at the figure 7 in the first
publication it is clear than in the SFR the bubble size range varies liom 50 pm to over 5 mm, however the highest volume

i}actions are encountered in the range 0.5 mm to 2 mm. This simply rneans tl]at the two abovementioned correlations could

not give ńe valid results. In the same paper authors propose to use correlations of Calderbank arrd Moo-Yorurg (Chcm. Eng.

Sci_ l6 (l962) 39-54) but one can easily find other models in the literature 1br such calculations (e.g. Dudley, Wat, Res 29

(l995) 1l29-1138).

General questions:

It seems that the key sizes and their ratios for the SI"R are 1ixed vaiues. For example Ph.D. candidatę did not investigate the

impact of reactor's diarneter otr the mass transfel phenomenon, One can find only one information concerning the optimal

length ofthe IPP, Could author elaborate on this issue'l

5l
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Final evaluation and conclusion

Reading the Ph.D. thesis. it is clear that Mr. Przemysłalł,Wojervódka has all rrecessary practical skills and high motivatiorr
lor research work. Candidate provcs his understanding ofthe slate-of-thę-art in the undęrtaken research area. Once again l rvould like
to strongly emphasize the utilitarian aspect of this work, The spinning fluid reactor applicability for industrial processes wirs

investigated in number ofsemi-technical scale plants, The experimental research results rł,ere published in three scientil'ic papers in

prestigious and high impact factor journals. All perfilnned experiments were well aranged, techniques and methods were correctly
applied. Experimcntal results are presented clearly and with the appropriate statistical arralysis. ]'he methodology is sound and fulfils
the standards ofgood scientific practice. '1-o conclude, this thesis presents a very good scientific level and it is interesting to ręad. Its

quality is fully in agreement with requirements lor Ph,D. disscrtation according to Polish law act ol l4th March 2003 on Academic
Degrees and an Acadęmic Title as well as on Degrees and a Title in Art (Journal of Laws of 2017 , item l789).

Taking all abovementioned into account I strongly recommęnd that Mr. Przemysłarł, Wojewódka should be allowed to the public
delbnse and subsequent steps in the procedure leading to Ph.D. degree.


